you may notice a monument erected to the soldiers of White Marsh township who died in the war.

Observe presently a turn L to Spring Mill and one R to Marble Hall and out toward Fort Washington, and at the Harmonville crossing, a mile further, the R road would lead us to Plymouth meeting and the L to Conshohocken.

I trust no sane rider need be warned against coasting on such a rocky road as this; if out of the twenty miles that separate Philadelphia from Norristown, fourteen are the best in the country, you surely may be expected to exercise a little caution and patience over the remaining ones.

Marple's Hotel on yonder creek was once a well-known landmark under the name of the Seven Stars.

Away we go through the Black Horse and there we are in Norristown.

As we shall pay Norristown another call soon, we follow the main street straight out northwest past the City Line, the line of settlement.

(You will have to trust that the line was straight and the map is a freehand sketch.)

After passing the Cemetery where the old mill stood, we arrive at Perkiomenville.

At the last meeting of the Premier Cycle Club it was decided to admit fifty new members to the club and that the initiation fee for the fifty be $1 instead